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Equal Is impor tacit in our understanding ot
cum peteike s i.,-.)wrist. When \se Yeali/Lid
that ss e had been urcusing too much (in
content and taking for granted those
qualities \se most \smiled to foster, %se
became especialk, war\ id trading that
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compeftnce \sithiAit Content. We had begun
this Liouir\ , it ter dl, as pruiessionals

dedicated to the meaning And \ afire of liberal
education. The kinds of competence \\
now seeking to foster do not deselop in the
abstract: thev are de\ eloped iml ,1`, an
individual student works in the lull context
Ot academic and professional disciplines.
This remains rine ot our guiding principles.

In the last three \ ears \se line discovered
that our problems \sere not as unique to our
situation as thes at first appealed nor were
our responses as non-transferable is thes had
seemed. We do not, howeser, tier our
curriculum or an \ part of it jh a model fur
imitation.

I %en the process b\ \shich sse Lame to it, sse
has e 'earned, was \ aluable primarils besai.se
it embodied the honest and sometimes
p,dnful attempt of a particular communit
ot educators, ssith particular resi auces mud
traditions, to Lome to grips ssith the challenge
the \ faced. Nor do sve see our mission .1s

proselyti/ing for outcomeoriented
education, salid though it has pro\ ed to be
tor us as a liberal arts college for 55 omen.

We do hope that b explaining %%hat our
ss stem is and hos% sse arri\ ed At it, we nia\
pi,,sidc rest lurce fur our colleagues and
help to adsance the continuing dialogue
aiiout thc meaning arid significance of
iher,d education.
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The description of each competence begins
with a sketch of how we understand that
competence and its place in liberal education.
We then review the developmental level, -the

learning sequence of the competence
starting with the four "general" levels
required (L every studen t.

We also describe two further "specialired"
levels in each competence area. The student
pursues these as a necessary part of her
chosen Area of Speciali/ation (roughly
similar to an ademic or professional major)
being required to develop to "specialited"
levels those conlpetences particularly
appropriate to her Area.

At each level we have included some idea of
the pedagogic rationale and suggested some
specific aspects of the learning process. These

are, of course, much more specific for the
four "general" levels ofC.:Leh cnmpetence,
since the student's learning situations and her
means of demonstrating competence become
more individuali/ed at the advanced levels.

In the development of any competenceL
student at the earlier levels does soln the
context of a set of courses she selects from
among discipline courses generally regarded
as an integral part of a general education
-pro-gram: AS she.pursues her development
of a given competence or set of competences
at advanced levels, her work along with
courses in her area of concentration

liberal art or area of professional Audy) wil!
also include considerable indepeadent study,
iiL.lividually designed.

As might be expected, there has been a

considerable evolution in our academic
structure since we inaugurated this new
curriculum. There are now eight competence
divisions in addition to the six academic
divisions. Academic policy is made by a

committee of the 14 chairpersons.

Each level of each competence may beand
is -developed effectively in a variety of
different courses and experiential settings.
lor each course, therefore, the instructor
develops a syllabus outlining the competence
levels available, the means by which they will
he taught, and the methods to be used for
validating attainment.

Using ;hese syllabi, each competence divisiOn

makes a semesterly review of the settings in
which that Competence is being offered. The
division alsO holds at least one workshop a

semester to discuss problems, discoveries and
questions that have arisen in teaching and
assessing that competence.

11_
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Introduction

From the student's perspective, there are

$2 "general" levels four in each competence

area which she must attain and demonstrate.
In addition, when she has chosen an Area of
Concentration, ;he will become responsible
for eight "!,pecialized" levels.

In several professional disciplines, e.g. music
performance, medical technology , these
"specialized" levels include a professional
,:ompetence vhich also has a learning
sequence of six levels. Thic competence is

designed to enable the student, to develop
specific ahilities required in the professional

area.

At all levels of competence, multiple
validations are required. Thus the student
may, tor example, be required to demonstrate
a Level I competence in Analysis in three
clifferent courses during h...r first yeir. She is
free, however, to choose when and in which
01 her eligible courses she will attempt her

demonstrations.

While we still count semester hours for
student transfers, funding, and other outside
reporting, they are less and less used to
create pre-defined career preparation paths.
We still find them valuable as a record of the
student's knowledge basedthough we do
not attach grades.

8

The majority of iur students find that
achieving the 32 basic levels occupies about
half of their time at Alverno, most of that in
the first two years. A student is usually
absorbed in work for her Area of
Specialization, including her specialized
competences, for her last twu years. This
may include a smaller number of courses,
partly due to an increased use of on anu off
campus experiential learning opportunities,
arid-partly because the projects she is involved

in at this level are more extensive.

Distin,:ons between "freshman,"
"sophomore" and so on have all but
disappeared. Few students as yet show any

-teRdency to deviate very far from a four
year degree pattern. However, the proportion
of midyear graduates is growing steadily.

Adopting a competence oriented curriculum
has meant more work for both faculty and
students, particularly during these first years.
But it has also made for more rewarding
work, since articulated goals are more
possible to attain.

Thus, for example, the increased amount of
time we spend together as a facultythree
faculty institutes.a year,every Friday
aft 2rnoon reserved for workshops and

m:etings is both a cause and result of our
eightened consciousness of ourselves as

ehcators. By rigorously examining ourselves
and what we profess, \hi:: have developed a
consensus about our educational goals. And

we have been able to articulate that
consensus into meaningful, specific detail so

that we are indeed working together on the
same tasks however diverse our disciplines

and teaching styles.

1 2



Indeed, we are now finding that those very
diversities which used to separate and
threaten us sire our most valuable assets in

tackling the,complex teaching assignnwnt we

have set ourselves. To us as a faculty this has
been the greatest benefit of the adventure
that began six years ago with a set of difficult
questions.

The students have likewise benefitted. Ou:
expectations and their goals are much more
clearly stated, and the means of assessment
more dearly defined. As a result, we sire
finding that "self-direction" and "self-
confidence" -two obviously desirable
qualities we had reluctantly concluded were
anteachable and umneasurable-are emerging
quite clearly after all as by-products of
'developing the more tangible competences.

Ate are ako more flexible than before. No
.onger can any of us look t a stack of final
xarns or term papers and conclude, "Well,

iume of them just didn't quite make it.' We
ire committed to de.agn alternative learning
iituations to enable the student to
lemonstrate that ',he has learned. And we
ilso have at band the resources of the entire
:ollege- including the competence division
Ind every colleague who k likewke
ittempting to foster that contpetence. I or
he student there me always other courses in
vhich she mav elect to devehip ,md
lemonstrate the competence without having
o repeal a Cutirsv,

Finally, we have recovered a sense of the
adventure of teaching and learning. Some of
the competences we have identified (notably
the final three) represent dktinctive modes
of thought that we could perceive at work in
certain :ireas of content, though we could
not yet isolate or describe them as exactly
as we can more classical modes like "analysis"

and "valuing." Working with these
competences we are constantly discovering
what it is that makes them unique, and how
they function.

Expanding our repertoire of teaching and
assessment methods k even more of an
adventure. It is hard to convey the steady
level of excitement and enthusiasm that
pervades a faculty who have labored
together to articulate their common aims,
and are now working together to achieve
them. And it k even harder to measure
but impossible to mistake the effect such
an atmosphere has on students newly
embarked upon a liberal education,



1. Effective communications ability

Communications as a required competence
in me kerpo learnini; program Jodi,. s
sustained presentation of messages b

student as sender, and on response 1...
student ,is recci\ er to a ,.triet if

presentato Ins.

\ student develops the abditv to make dear
and forceful presentations of aro, message
she sends, with and within,: the aid of
graphs, \ isuals and electronic media. Shc .. also

learns !1, take in such presentation, ',Lyn 0

the\ laLk daritv and force so 01 .! Lan

make meaning from them in relation to her
thinking and lier i fe.

Prep -!lldents to present an extended
Int"o ..is classicallv focused On forms, We

ha\ e tried to focus the Nlverno
r.oinnumit clions t. ompetence ciii a prIATSS
!hi' phILcss ol making connections bemeen
.1 presenter .ind an udience.

lite competent communicator habitually
makes such connections. She can adapt a
message to an aujience, and she can act as
an involved and ridly, tic audience herself.
She recogni/es innumerable instances in lif
that require this ability to "make meaning'

whether the setting is a IN program, a
classroom, a business organiiation, or a
neighborhood group .

he criteria of et fectivencss in this process
are all based on e/orilicrillon and
invo/vement, When the student develriping
her communications competence speaks,

rites, graphs, or presents in mixed media,
she must clarify her message for an audienc
and use means to involve them in it. Readin
listening to, or interpreting a presentation,
she must clarify the sense of the message f
herssqf and inva dye herself with it.

Flow do students learn to clarify meaning an
to involve others ur themselves as audiencc !

besides offering classroom instruction and
praLstice, communications teachers require
each student to look among her ongoing
exper-iences with peers, parents, college
personnel, employers, in textbooks,
newspapers, letters for situations that
ilemand connections between presenter ant
audience. In each situation, she learns to
present ideas and convictions in terms of
her own experience and to irR'Ulye' the
experience of the audience as far as possibl

As audience, she learns to assume the same
kind of responsihility. She practices taking
in presentations accurateiy, translating thei
into her Own experience, [via ting them to h



own ideas, contionting them ,a,ith hei own
values and invictionsind examining them
for limits, implicationsind possible
applications.

h e process hv vvhich the lverno student
develops her competence 'in communications
begins bs establishing .1 base where she is. I t

builds consistentl un that base, extending
into something new at each ot the six levels.

hrou:thmlt the process, the abilities
developed are speaking, writing, reading, and
listening, with the supplementary skills of
graph making and illustrating through media.
rhese abilities are separated from other
aspects of communication (such s
interpersonal skills, which make up a whole

separate competence) to allow enough
emphasis on each for fruitful development,

he consistent building of these abilities
moves from self-assessment into learning
Irom models, then toward effective
performance with increasingly complex
«intent. The student at advanced levels
develops an interioriied theory to undergird
her communications activitiesmd applies
that theurv to effective presentations using
electronic and other media.

At all levels, the student demonstrates her
deeloping competence in two distinct roles

initiator/presenter and responder/audience.
She does so before an instructor/assessor, (

a team 1)1 assessors, who evaluate her

performance using the same criteria she has
learned to apply.



1. Effective communications ability

General Competence: Levels 1-4

Level I of the Communications Competence
starts the student on a track of self-

ussessment toward more ef fective
performance. She has done speaking, writing,
reading, listening, and perhaps some graphing
before she came to college. Now she exercises

each of these in situations involving
explanation and/or persuasion based on
non-technical information. In the process she
learns to isolate and analyie her strengths
and weaknesses, so she can consciously work
at development and can understand her own
u c cusses enough tu repeat them.

At l.evel 2 the student works with model
performances within different disciplines
to increase her understanding of the strengths
and weaknesses she has discovered. She

unulyzes models in speaking and writing,
sometimes supplemented by graph making.

In doing so, she consciously practices
listening, reading, and interpreting.

She learns to m Ike distinctions among
audiences: How does a popular audience
affect the way she might talk about her
college education? What kind of letter does
she write to a professional person whose aid
she wishes to enlist? While learning adaptation

12

to audience frum effective models, she also
begins directed observation of audio-visual
techniques as they relate to effective speaking

and listening.

The student at Levels 3 and 4 develops
effective performance by building un her
strengths and eliminating obstructive
weaknesses. She puts into practice her
growing understanding of effective
communications and of herself as a

communicator.

13

The topics she deals with at Level 3 are
aspects of her studies which arc sufficiently
limited for her to understand them
thoroughly. They arc sufficiently.complex,
however, that she must combine her growing
communications skills with her abilities in
other competence areasanalysis, synthesis,
and application.

She performs as a speaker, writer, and
grapher of information. In a speaking
situation, she shows that she can use graphs

and other simple visuals effectively. She
shows that she can analytically listen to and
read verbal communications and graphs. And
in listening, she shows that she understands
the effect of more complex media on the
presentation of information.

At Level 4 the student continues her
development by working with increasingly
complex conletit. Here each situation
involves clarifying basic concepts, like
biological adaptation or civil rights, from
three different areas of knowledge. In a
situation that integrates all her
communication abilities, she demonstrates
ability to adapt her message to a variety of
audiences and purposes.



Specialized Competence: Levels 5-6

The student develops these levek ot the
Communications Competence within the
context of her Area of Concentration, such
as religious studies or education. She has
already studied model performances, and has
effectively performed on several occasions as
a speaker, a writer, a listener, a reader, nd a
maker and reader of graphs.

With thk background, she now studies
communications theory at Level 5, and
begins tu interioriie some integrating
concepts. She develops a theoretical
understanding of several aspects of meaning
and form. She learns how and why some
things clarify while others confuse. She
learns which aspects in a communications
encounter work to involve the audience and
which tend to dissociate them. She must
then apply these understandings in
responding to a presentationind in planning
and executing one.

At Level 6 the student devdops het ability to
respond to her audience, in Li:fluent
situations related to her dkcipline or
profession, with n integrated presentation
of an extended message. She addresses a

variety of audiences, each for a different
purpose.

She learns to integrate the use of media in
her presentations. Although she need not
become dphotographer or commercial artist,
she does learn how and where to acquire good

photographic, cassette, film or other
software. Arid she learns to make them work
smoothly and effectively fur clarifying her
message and involving her audience.

In a variety of instances, the student at this
level is asked to explain how her written,
oral, and mixed media presentations relate
to theory. Specifically, she is asked how
individual choices she has made in creating

performance relate to audience and
purpose, and how they promote clarification
and involvement.

Ihe student who achieves Level 6
competence has developed n understanding
of how meaning is made from experience in
the process of communicating. She has
cultivated repertoire of bilities with which
to contribute to the making of meaning in
her society.

1 '7



2. Analytical capability

In Plato's academe, in the Renaissance
-triviuni" (rhetoric, logic, and grammar),
and in modern "general education"
requirements, educators seem always to have

valued a fundamental competence in "clear
thinking" as essential to the well educated

person.

Mathematicians stress the inherent logic that
,Jables number systems to describe and

predict: philosoph,irs rely upon systematic
investigation of ir...i,ements and issueS;

phs sical and behavioral scientists teach the
imper atis es ot careful data analysis and
scrupulous i,erification of hypotheses.
Critics ot art and literature express judgments
that result when analytic minds join with
experience to leyeal the beauty and pattern
of expressive si rks.

18

Educators have thus been committed to the
development of human reason for nearly as
long as the historian can help us remember.
Yet it is more common for students today to
study the products of reason rather than the
pmcesstn become adept at reiterating and
cataloging the products instead of creating
their own unique fusioils of experience and
reason.

Some say the changing student population
has made it absurd for each student to engage
in such a process. For most, they say,
imitation and explication arc all that is
attainable or even desirable.

Alverno, however, we believe this very
student population makes it mandatory that
we renew our commitment to teaching the
processes of reason what we call analytic
competence.



A student should leave college equipped to
sift the multitude of products -from opinion
polls to urban plans, from art "movements"
to religious philosophies which do appear,
and to judge them reasonably. She employs
the same analytic abilities in making personal
and professional deckions.

General Competence: Levels 1-4

The entire range of what is generally called
"cognitive skill development" is included in
the sk developmental levels of the Analysis
Competence. lhe student learns to an.dyie
different 1,sorks prohlems, situations, issues,
ideas, substances or processes -in a manner
which is primarily inductive.

Before she can understand the whole, a

student must learn to obsivre the individual
parts and their relationships to one another.
Generali/ations about meaning or signif ii ance
of a work are possible only after this
'breaking apart' has been undertaken.

The student is first encouraged to notice
carefully the obvious parts of her subject
(the explicit elements of a work), and then
to make reasonable inferences about the less
obvious parts (the work's implicit elements).
In the early stages, there is constant
emphasis on grounding her inferences in the
reality of the observablethe "facts" she is
dealing with.

A student analy/ing a short story might thus
demonstrate Level 1 competence by
identifying the story's most obvious
components, such as narrator, setting,

characters and chronology of events. She
would also be asked to show some awareness
that more subtle elements, such as conflict
and tone, can be identified only through
reasonable inference,

19



2. Analytical capability

Levei 2 then focuses on the student's ability
to inter significant implicit components of
a work nd requires her to distinguish
reasonably between fact and inference,
evidence and assumption. For example, a
student in a literature class might learn to
infer a theory of human motivation from
several authors' portrayals of a person's
intent and subsequent conduct. The explicit
element g this point would be the various
portrayak, and the implicit element the
theory.

The student mov.es toward Level 3
cornpetence as she begins to see how some

of her inferences about specific, isolated
parts of a work relate either causally or
functionally to one another. She also begins
developing more sophisticated classification
schernes to organize her understanding of a

work.

Fhe student at this level can recognize
patterns, trends and emphases- she sees
specific ways in which she can show how the

meaning o. a work flows out of the
relationships within it. A studeru in an
environmental psychology course, analyzing
the relationship between chair placement and
verbal interaction, might begin by observing
different placements and recording the
amount of verbal exchange (explicit
behavior). Then she might develop a set of
hypotheses (implicit assumptions) about why
verbal exchange differs with different
arrangements. Finally, she might set up
several placements in order to test her

hypotheses.

At Level 3, the student has not necessarily
shown how all the patterns or relationships
she has identified fit with each other to
explain the whole work. This is the essence
of Level 4discovering organizational unity
in a work, and learning to integrate most or
all of the patterns discovered at Level 3 and
arrive at a description of unity or at
conclusions about meaning. A student in
a nursing course, for instance, might be
asked to analyze the relationships among
certain key factors known to influence
nutritional adequacy in individuals adapting
to adolescence, pregnancy, lactation or old
age in order to determine whether a
prescribed diet meets RDA standards.



Specialized Competence: Levels 5-6

Level 5 of the Analytic Competence provides
opportunities for a student to explore vvorks
thit are usually mare complex and more
broadly defined than those she studied at
Levels 1-4. Her ma;n goal here is to become
a habitual anal} st: to perceive the myriad
ways in which one can proceed analytically.

The process at Level 5 includes both the
inductive means described above and
deductive processes more suited to testing
the concepts of her particular discipline. She
learns to test her own analytic procedures
against those employ ed by "experts" in her
field.

She also learns to vary her analysis and
conclusions by the application of different
"theoretical frameworks." -I-his means,
essentially, that she learns to analyie from
a variety of perspectives, not always taking
the same approach to every work. She studies
at Level 5 under the close guidame and
supervision of professionals in her area of
specialiiation.

At Level 6, on the other hand, the student
demonstrates her ability to wofk
independently on a single large, complex
project. Here, she must use all her previously
developed analytic skills to unravel "e wor-k;
she must show that she can draw verifiable
conclusions while dealing with a complex
work, or a set of works tied together by a

common denominator.

She will probabl y. design her own project, in
consultation with her professors. This, too,
will help to demonstrate that she can think
through large, complex projects logically and
can convince others of their inherent
rationality.

2 1



3. Problem solving ability

Asking a critical cruestir in, making an
educated guess, propusing alternate solutions

-these are generall recognized as distinctive
features ot human intellect.

Getting things dimiiidapting a plan to the
constraints of time and resources, criticalhr
evaluating performance in midstream -these,
tootre admitted hallmarks of applied
intelligence.

At Alyerno we have grouped these abilities,
readily acknowledged as desirable Yet rarely
planned as deliberate outcomes of education,
under a generic Problem Solving
unnpeteme. We have attempted to design a

plan for their development in response to
the nried and the opportunity- for the
educated person in our society to enter into
innumei-able processes of planning and
change, in both public and private life.

'Pie competence is focused on developing a
student's ability to get things done through a
conscious, organized process. At the advanced

levels, it further explores the distinction
between working toward a goal and the
accomplishment of that goal.

Problem solving, which coordinates many
separate abilities, clearly overlaps other
competence areas in the Alverno learning
program. It draws on abilities fostered in



Ana lv sis (the habit ol trained observation,

identifying relationships) nd Valuing (the
ability to applv values at each stage in making
a decisionL It also involves the ability to
formulate a gi 411 and to articulate obstacles,
alternate approaches and costs skills
developed in Communications ,md Social
Interaction.

At the sanie tinw, however, problem solving
calls for its own unique and often dif ficult-
to-assess qualities. One is the imaginative
ability to project consequences, and to pursue
intuitive "hunches." Another is the affective
strength to risk implementing a solution, and
to persist in the face of druLigery and
frustration. third is the feasibility to adapt
to constrain tsind to accept and learn from
negative results.

General Competence: Levels 1-4

he first low levels, required of all students,
begin with an introduction to problem
solving and its various elements and conclude
with the student demonstratinr her skills in
a onnplete problem solving process.

At 1, the student learhs theoretical
frameworks for problem solving. She isolates
the assumptions, techniques and limitations
inherent in several differen: approaches. She
comes to recognim the common elements in
rnodels from a variety of disciplines.

E>0
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3. Problem solving ability

F'or instance, the scientific method used in
chemistry or biology will usually involve lab

experimentation and the use of controls. A
philosophical approach, on the other hand,
is likely to depend on logic and questioning

techniques.

As she learns to perceive the analogies
underlv ing such diverse approaches, the
student frames her theoretical understanding
of problem solving. She also becomes
sensitive to the multiplicity of goals toward
.vhich human effints inay be directed.

I he student \corks at l.evel 2 on wh,it is

prohahly the most di f ficult part of problem
solving: ,Ictinipq the problem. Ii is not
enough that she be g:ven a problem and,

apph, ing a specified appro.teh, design
solution. She must he, or. e ahle tta,iiscern in

an unfocused situatioo vhal the prof). is,

and to lormulate its central question cl,:arlv.
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For example, in a management course a
student might analyie a case study of an
institution's personnel department to
formulate the problem revealed by lowered
productivity and morale.

Work at this level calls for careful observation
and description, as well as some analysis
and goal-setting. The student also begins
bringing into play her imaginative and
projective abilitie, She must also use her
skills at synthesiiing and communicating to
set forth her statement of the problem,

At Level 3, the student actually employs the

voce.ss of problem solving. She is responsible

tor def ining a problem, designing a solution

process and carrying it out. At this level she

will often develop genuinely new data- such
as th it generated by .1 field survey or a lab

experiment rather than rearranging
information from other sources. She also
writes ,1 descriptive log or abstract, explaining

her methods and conclusions.

At Level 4 the student compures upprouches

to problem solving. This comparison may
take many forms. For example, in a



psychology course a student may investigate
experimentally the question of which of two
leadership styles is more Qffective in working
with :.dolescents. hi a musicianship course
she may be required to create a piano
composition within certain prescrihed
constraints. Then she may compare the
approaches used in the two problem
situations from the standpoint of
assumptions involved, risks taken, certainty
of results obtained, alternative solutionsInd

ti ib

,,b!cctive at this level is to have the
student clarify for herself several legitimatLi
approaches to problem solvirig, based on her
own experiences as 41 problem solver. She also

begins deziling with problems that require
her to coordinate hir efforts with others.

Specialized Competence: Levels 5-6

The student who enters the advanced levels
is called upon in Level 5 to design and
implement an original problem si dying
project that challenges the range and depth
of her speciali/ed knowledge, necessitates
her directing or collaborating with others.

An important final step at this level is an
intensive review and.analysis of the entire
problem solving process as she has employed
it. This tapacity for reflective evaluation is
essential to an effective problem solver.

At Level 6, the student functions
independently as a problem solver in a
number of different situations. Her assessors
focus here on whether she has internalited
the elements of an effective problem solving
approach.

She is expected to show ahility to perceive
and define problems from ambiguous
situations; to concentrate and persisi until a
task is completed; to accept uncertainty and
act upon limited information; to generate
feasible alternatives, and to respond creatively
to constraints, changes and her own
evaluation of her performance.
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4. Facility in forming value judgments
within the decision-making process

Alverno College includes valuittg and 0 cision
making at the Lore of the student's learning
Process on the assumption that her %aloe
svst....m will he Lrucial to the direction and
meaning of her life. Our age of alienation
and mass societv gives US ample warning,
more hat these skilk are surk. ival took
on win. ,t only the individual but the
whole ut Western culture r!" well depend.

DeLisions about "What k the good?" and
"What is worth striving for?" are imphcit in
every human endeavor. .1he attempt to make
those decisions cpIit1, it) deal consciously
and Lonsistently with such questions, is one
of the classic enterprises ot the mind.

9
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In the spirit of this enterprke, the Alverno
faculty addresses itself directly to developing
a student's abilities to disLern values, to
resolve value conflicts through a decision-
making process, .tnd tu evolve and articulate
a personal value framework for committed
living.

Because valuing is pervasive, the broadest
range of disciplines- aesthetic, scientific,
political, economic, philosophical, religious,
literary --are included as the proper context
tor the student's development of her abilities.
Because values .tre dynamic, her learning
environment attempts tu challenge her to a
continuous choosing of goals and
restructuring of her values.

General Competence: Levels 1-4

'The first major task to engage the student at
Level 1 is 'nuking vulues explicit. She works
at identilying those beliefs and attitudes by
which she understands and organizes her
experience. She works at becoming aware of
the sources of her values, and the
relationships between them.

Through recorded journals and logs, through
simulation and role playing the student
examines her uwn behavior patterns for the
values they express. Shc looks at her
decisions, and the processes by which she
makes them, and begins developing a
vocabulary with which to analyze values and
decisions.



At Level 2,! ,;..aclent extends her aitenhon
cria values to historieal and

cultural expressions. Ititerrir;.; AWN Ii unl
literarv artistic. histoi ical, philosophieal
and religious works, she begins to understand
the impaL I of Mdix icioal and group value
choices upon the human eommunitv .

The ,tudent at this level establishes base

from whieh she can distinguish individual
from societal alues and goals. She gains
insight into the causal relationships Ioetwc en

values and the cultural matrix.

The student at Level 3 looks at some
problems oi techoologicul chunge.
She examines how scientific developments

2

influence the scope and consequences ot
responsible moi al decision making.

In an era domMated by enormous
tec hnological power and extreme human
need, she must learn hms new technology
brings nevy problems, and how it forces
reconsideration of both personal and cultural
values. She must face the question: "Whose
values are to guide future development?"

t Level 4 the student upplio valuing to the
process of decision making. First, she
examines the role of valuing in several
instanees of both personal and public
decision making.



4. Facility in forming value judgments
within the decision-making process

fhen, in a selected context, she formulates
goak from a complex of issues. She identifies
the values underls ing these goak, then works
through the process of accomplishing them
in a decision making plan of her own design.

requentlytctual use in field projects will
further acquaint her with various tools and
models in decision making.

At thk level, the student gains facility in
several skills she has been developing. She
projects consequences, develops alternatives,
identifies resources and obstacles ald learns
to apply her own and/or group values at
each step. Finalls she practices reviewing
and evaluating her own decision making
behavior.

Mos ing through these four basic levels, the
student has engaged in processes of increased
complexity. She has identified and examined

2 3

her own value framework and developed a
working vocabulary for valuing and decision
making. Analyzing diverse expressions of
value in human history, she has learned to
infer, interpret and judge value problems
and decisiow from a broad base of awareness

She has investigated complex issues of
technical and social development, assessed
relationships between private decision makin
and public policy, and learned to isolate an
confront value problems raised by change.
Finally, she has practiced defining, projectin
and evaluating the elements of decision
making in both theory and practice.

Specialized Competence: Levels 5-6

At Level 5, the student broadens her
understanding of value dimensions in cross
cultural problems. Through experiential
learning in the local community off campus,
she becomes more familiar with the ways of
life of other people. Interacting with persons
of different cultures and convictions, she
examines the deep value assumptions and
attitudes that underlie cultural
differentiation.



In this experieme the student confronts a
whole new range of social, legal and moral
issues that contemporary society's global
culture contacts have brought into being.
She comes to recognize and empathize with
the value systems of diverse human groups.
This accepaance of pluralism can be the
beginning of a constant exploration, in which
she regularly reexamines and reorders her
beliefs and priorities in light of what she
discovers.

Level 6 directs the student's energies into
the complementary processarticulating and
expounding her own value judgments. She
works to synthesize her own constellation of
value and goal decisions about a selected
issue, then distinguishes her judgments from
alternate patterns generated by differing
cultural, disciplinary or other approaches.

She must outline the differing value positions
and their sources and implications and,
finally, apply her uwn evaluation in an
articulate, persuasive presentation. This
"apologia" (together with her own critique
of it afterward) integrates her insights and
skills in valuing and decision making, along
with several abilities fostered in other
competence areas.

Thu student who achieves this level of
competence has also begun to experience
commitment. To draw together and seriously
attempt to communicate her value judgments
and priorities inevitably involves her in the
lifelong process of "standing for something."
Most important, she does so not as an
ideologue, but as a skillful and sensitive
seeker of the good, who dedicates herself
and encourages others to pursue value in life
through conscientious decision making.
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5. Effective social interaction

Competence in dealing with others k crucial
to personal and professional success. ,A
society that accomplishes the bulk of its
work in consultation, discussion and debate,
on committees and task forces, must depend
heavily upon those members who can be
effectk e in interpersonal situations.

Yet seldom since the Renaissance notion of
the "gentleman" has the development of
socially effective persons been an explicit
focus of higher education. Particularly in
the last two centuries, under the influence
of the German university model, collegiate
curricula have found social skills to be less
and less amenable to declopment in the
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formal classroom context. As universal higher
education intensifies the pressures of time and
population upon teaching, the difficulties
arc magnified.

At the same tinw, however1 rapid coming
of age in the behavioral disciplines has begun
to offer tools and techniques for isolating,
measuring and evaluating social interactions.
These new resources, together with our
situation as a small college, have encouraged
the Alverno faculty to attempt defining a
Social Interiction Competence as an integral
part of the learning program.

Effectke social interaction, as defined at
Alvcrn,,, is two-fold: interpersonal
competence in one-toone situations, and



competence in task oriented groups. Though
the two overlap considerably, certain abilities
characteristic of each have been distinguished
for the purposes of learning and assessment.

The desclopmental sequence is guided by a
pedagogic rationale similar to that in the
Communications competence, with which it
is closek. allied. The student is brought to
take an active role in the time-honored
educational sequence reflection-
performance-critiquehv entering at once
into the performance phase.

This experiential plunge quickly focuses and
makes explicit the diffuse and only partly
apprehended elements of her own
interpersonal behavior. With her own

performance as a subject, the student begins
developing her abilities to observe interactive
patterns and to evaluate their effectiveness.

As this evaluation and reflection proceed,
the student is given increasingly complex
models and categories with which to frame
her analysis and judgment. By the cnd of the
required learning sequence, she returns to the
intensive performance phase to demonstrate
a variety of skills as an effective participant
in both dyadic and group situations.

The stu.dent whose career plans call for an
especially high degree of interactive
competence may further extend her abilities
in the advanced levels.
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5. Effective social interaction

General Competence: Levels 1-4

Livel I initiates the student bv requiring her
to obwn e (Ind uyyes% her own behavior in
a task oriented group. This initial group
simulation exerciseind the ,:ol-,quent
feedbac k sessions with an it, help her
to identify' nd evaluate her interpersonal
behavior patterns. These include her ability
to perceive the effect on others of her verbal
and non-verbal contributions, her ability to
articulate her om.n goal in the situation and
that of the groupind her ability to assume
roles designed to help the group achieve its

objectives.

With some first-hand experience observing
and assessing interactive behavior in a group,
the student at Level 2 begins analyzinu social
behavior systematically . She learns
theoretical frameworks for both one-to-one
and group situations, employing them in hve
and videotaped seminar and laboratory
sessions.

Level 3 engages the student further in
etwhiating interpersonal effectiveness. In
her increasingly complex analysis of group
processes, she learns to discern proximate
and long-term goalsmd to make critical
judgments regarding the effectiveness of
both her own and others' specific choices of
behavior.

At Level 4, the student is required to
demonstrate effective behavior in a variety
of settings, according to criteria she and her
assessors have agreed ,.pon..fhe settings van
depending upon her individual academic anc
career directions.

Examples include a panel discussion leader's
role in a biology seminar, chairing a student
senate meeting, or an interview with a
prospective field experience mentor. At this

final required level, competence involves hei
theoretical skills, her performance capabilitie
and the often laborious work of recording
and i'eflection.

The student wh o has achieved competence a
this level has reached a degree of
interpersonal effectiveness that will ensure



her continued successful involvement in
various social contexts. She has also gained a
perceptual and reflective sophistication that
will enahl.- her to approach increasingly
complicata:d situations with confidence and
skin.

Specialized Competence: Levels 5-6

Level 5 extends the student's uperating
range, by having her demonstrate her
interaction skills during task oriented
activities amid various cultures and
subcultures.

Three criteria are looked at with special
care: her ability to manage the demands for
conformity and/or change imposed by the
task; her ability to relate to things, to
information and to people in accomplishing
the task; and her ability to appropdately
perform specific roles. These criteria will
take shape differently, of course, for a
student nurse working with a group of
terminally ill patients than for a student
artist leading a mural project in a minority
arca school.

Both Level 5 and Level 6 require consktency
the demonstration of competence over a
period of time. At Level 6 this commitment
of sustained effort is directed toward
organiiational activity.

This level demands that the student take
responsibility and initiative, and employ her
theoretical avyareness and active skills in
leadershipenabling others to cooperate in
perceiving and achieving their goals, both
individually and in groups.

The student competent in all these areas of
social interaction should leave college ready
to participate effectively in any social
environment she may enter. In friendship,
family and counseling roles, in professional,
civic and intercultural situations, she will
have the demonstrated knowledge and
practiced skill to contribute effectively.
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6. Understanding of indMdual/ environment relationship

Since classical times, the economic "ruling
the household" and civk "participating in
the city" arts have been among the most
highl esteemed fruits of education. In our
highly urbaniied society, learning to manage
one's life effectively is perhaps more critical

and more difficult than ever.

These concerns lie at the heart of the
Environment Competence at Alverno
College. It is developed in a series of learning
situations that enable the student to
understand and deal with the complexity
and ambiguity of the metropolitan
environment, and that habituate her to
making the difficult decisions needed to
maintain and improve life for herself and her
fellow citipms.

Environmental literacy begins with a
disciplined awareness of complexity. It als
implies a willingness to affirm and cope wi
the complexity inherent in a living
environmental system, instead of reducing
to simplistic, less demanding terms. At the
same time, competence in managing one's
life and one's environment implies learning
to make decisions in the face of uncertaint
on the best available inf,! -nation.

The first three Environmental Competence
levels help the student to cope with
increasingly complex environmental
situations. The last three require her to
exercise various aspects of decision making
in such iettings.

General Competence: Levels 1-4

Most-students enter college today with littl
systematic understanding of environmental
concepts. As an introduction, therefore, th
student learns to identify basic component



of a metropolitan environment..I he natural
sciences pro% ide her with concepts for
analyhing its natural and technological
aspects. Flom the behas ioral and social
sciences, she learns to see it; social, political
and economic dimensions. Ind the
humanities offer perspec tR es foi considering
the metropolis in relation to hktory and
culture, value and meaning.

Understanding the environment also requires
a synthetic capability. rhe more the student
learns to p,:reeive and atichiy/e t he

environment's compon.nits, the more they
pose problems of iotegration for her. Level I

therefore provides her svith a systematic
framework, enabling her to work toward an
integrated approach.

AI

When she has demonstrated her abilitY to
per Leke components of the environment
and to synthesi/e a systematic Underqanding
it their interrelationships, the student at
Level 2 focuses on the human component--
the individual person or group in the urban
environment.

She concentrates on how people's values,
attitudes, beliefs and resulting behavior
affect the metropolitan environment. By
making inferences from individual or group
behavior, the student begins developing the
ability to specify' the effects of behavior on
a system.



6. Understanding of individual, environment relationships

An example of such behavior might be the
increasing use by older citizens, rather than
children, of a local rt:creation area. The
studei t analyzes the effec ts of this change on

park services, personnel, related recreation
areas and so forth.

At Level 3, the student dt:velops an
understanding of the interaction effects of
cultural and pkvsicul settings upon group
behavior. This complements Level 2, in that
it examines how the environment affects
people.

Level 3 also demands a more sophisticated
analysis and synthesis:-Inst,:ad of deaiing
with diverse components, the student must
organize the elements into physical and
cultural settings. In determining how these
settings affect human attitude and behavior,
the student comes to appreciate that any
system is located within a particular physical
setting, and is part of a broader culture
which it influences and is influenced by.

3 3

In tht:se first three levels, the student
operates mainly as an observer and analyzer.
Sht: takes no active role in the environments
she studies. At Level 4, she moves beyond
observing toward identifying problems and
making decisions in a given environmental
context.

The student herself must select an
environmental problem and create alternative
solutions for it. She must first show that the
problem is researchable and that the
information it yields can be generalized. She
then delimits the problem, identifies the goals
to be achieved, and outlines several alternate
means of achieving them. She concludes by
analyzing the alternatives for feasibility,
cultural acceptability and technical accuracy.

At this point the student has achieved a solid
fundamental literacy in analyzing and
comprehending an urbanized environment.
She has integrated complex information into
a viable framework for decision making.



Specialized Competence: Levels 5-6

Level 5 requires the student to assess the
consequences of various courses of action
in a given environment, and the likelihood
that given goals can be achieved. While
expanding already developed skills, this level
stresses the ability to weigh risks and
calculate probabilities.

To assess risk, the stud,:nt works at bolating
the likely "trouble spots" in a system,
particularly s possible action plans may
intersect those weak areas. She then attempts
to determine the probabilities involved, and
to estimate the seriousness of the risks.

To evaluate chances of a plan's success, she
uses three further criteria: objectivity (Can
it be replicated?), structuralization (Is it
comprehensive?) and flexibility (Does it
allow for more than one resolution?).

At Level 5, the student has focused on
develop;ng and analyzing alternative modes
of solution for an environmental problem.
At Level 6, she must defend her choice
among the alternative paths, and develop
detailed strategies for implementing her
choice.

She learns to apply such basic implemen

concepts as where decisions are made in t
system, which line of communication are
available, how to mobilize support and
generate formal actiOn, and how to develop
a working timeline.

The student then evaluates her strategic
approaches by identifying potential
difficulties, determining their seribusness
and developing contingency plans as needed.
She must then present a..d argue her scheme
of resolution to an appropriate audience,
including her assessors.

These six levels encourage the student to
sustain her awareness of her environment's
ccmplexity, sensitize her to the personal and
cultural dimensions of the urban setting, and
challenge her to make, evaluate and revise
active decisions under the uncertain but lively
conditions of the metropolis.
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7 Understanding of the contemporary world

The end and essence of liberal education is
freedom, and to live in freedom is to develop
responsibility for self and society. This latter
usponsibility -the social function of the
educated person -is defined by the Alverno
faculty as the Contemporary World
Competence.

Other sources, of course, contribute
importantly to a student's developing sense
of social responsibility. In Valuing she
confronts the need to clarify the values
supporting public and private action. In
learning to manage her civic life effectively,
she enters into a continuing, responsible
dialog with her metropolitan environment.
In the Contemplarary World Competence,
she is particularly led to develop a sense of
responsibility for and involvement with the
global human society.

General Competence: Levels 1-4

hwolvement, concern and a sense of
responsibility are grounded in awareness. A
student, therefore, in developing the Level 1
of this competence broadens her
understanding of the contemporary world in
both formal and informal learning settings.

She demonstrates her perception of
international, nadonal and local events in
an interactive setting which includes members
of the off campus community as well as her
peers. The social context of the learning and
assessment processes is crucial to her

developing sense of involvement in societal
concerns at this first level.

At Level 2 the student deepens her ability t:)
understand the complexities of the



:ontemporary world by pursuing a question
n its historical context. She explores selected
wents in any of a number of co-texts: a
;cientific breakthrough or a Nobel award,
Ind& the direction of her science professor;

Supreme Court decision affecting
;ommittal of patients, with the direction of
ler psychology professor; and so on.

;he comes to appreciate that even the
;eemingly unrooted, unexpected event has
jeep historical antecedents. Probing these
intecedents, she develops her awareness of
Ihe ways in which atfecting eventsthe level
)f knowledge in a given science, an
ndividual's or a natior's breadth of
3erspective about a decision's implications
lave an impact upon the event she is studying
ind on how it is seen by participants and
thservers.

By involving herself in the extended time
frame surrounding a contemporary event,
the student begins entering vicariously into
the developmental process that has shaped
her world. And she learns that the process of
shaping the world is carried out by men and
women themselves, not by indeterminate
forces.

At Level 3 her pursuit of responsibility is
broadened by specifying relationships among
various contemporary events and conditions.
Probable cause-effect relationships are
focused upon, to promote understanding of
the immediate and long-range consequences
of such events as legislative actions, scientific

discoveries, economic decisions or artistic
creations.
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7 Understanding of the contemporary world

In thk difficult process of identifying causal,
conditikmal and cor related events, the student
learns to rake questions about indis idual or
group actions (direct or indirect) and
non-actions (deliberate or indeliberate) in
local, national and global settings. She also
projects their implications for the future on
as broad a spectrum as she can.

t Level 4 the student explores the
contemporary world as a global system, in

which events in one society impact upon
other societies in ways that cut across the

spectrum of human activity. A physical event
iike drought in Africa -has political, social

and economic consequences, for people in the

immediate area and also for other societies,
who may be affec rd in turn by these

4 0

consequences or by the desire to influence

the situation based on their own values and

interests.

The special emphasis at this fourth level is th
requirement that thc student study a socict
different in major ways from her own. By
exploring similarities and differences
between societies, shc learns to identify her

own and others' biases and to reflect upon

thc effect of these biases in a world
understood as a global unit.

Throughout the four required levels, the
student develops her Contemporary World
Competence almost entirely in the role of
observer and analyst. To an extent, this is

unavoidable given the difficcthy of on-site
involvement in global problems.

But it is also a crucial element in the learnt

design: throughout her life, the student's
effective involvement in the worldwide
context of events must necessarily be

generated by her awareness, rather than by

Im personal experience or interest 'r the



situation. It is this yen,' -dis-interested"
quality, thi, involvement in spite of distances
of geography and culture, which character i/ es
the dyve.oped sense of responsibility to
one's world.

Specialized Competence: Levels 5-6

Level C requires demonstration of a student's
ability to research a complex contemporary
world issue and or her .r cptance of personal
responsihility %kith respect to that issile or
some aspect of it. Besides utili/ing the
availahle written and other resources frit
information and analysis, she is reo.rired
undertake field work in probing if

This direct involvement in penctratiN the
hidden consequences of MI event and
ascertaining diverse views regarding
foyters an awareness of the impact of world
events on the lives of individuals and
'trio tions, Although taking an overt public
stand is not required at this level, the student

still experiences engagement and

commitment particularly as she commits
herself to becoming identified with her issue
in the eyes of those with whom she works in
the field.

rhe student then undertakes, at Level 6, to
def ine and make public her personal position
regarding the implications of a contemporary
event. Al ter setting forth her position before
a public audience, she analy/es her impact
on their views and, in the light of audience
responses, reassesses her own position. The
student thus demonstrates the ability to
formulate a position bawd on her own
synthesis, to present that position puhlicly,
and to examine thy effects of her interaction
with other informed citi/ens.



8. Educated responsiveness to the arts and humanities

Without providing a neat rationale, society
has consistentls required of the liberally
educated ddult a det.;rec of desthetic
understanding and sensitivity. lhe lm no
student, who is required to demonstrate
Aesthetic Ci'mpetence, learns to ask why art
k important to society and to probe the
question with an Ongoing discovery of what
Cdr1 be expressed verbally and what must be
expressed symbolically. She learns to
perceive, analy/eind evaluate the kinds of
patterns that create an aesthetic effect
wherever they exist.

As part of that competence, she des clops an
understanding of the difference that aesthetic
dimension makes in those forny, of thought
and expression which seek to illuminate the
human condition.
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At Alverno, the student's interaction with
both these spheres of human expression is
the focus of the Aesthetic Competence. In
the arts, she develops her understanding and
response to visual, musical, poetic, dramatic,
or dance form. In the humanities, she
interacts with philosophical, historical and
religious thought expressed in both discursive
and aesthetic forrns.

Clearly, the two perspectives are not mutually
exclusive. Some works, like an epic or a
symphony, can be studied in either context.
When d student is asked to consider a work
as art, therefore, she is directed, as audience,
performer md/or creator, toward the
elements which characteri/e it as a particular
art, and how they are combined to produce
the work's effect. When she considers it as
a humanity, she learns how it fits into the
development and scope of human thought.

In developing competence in these areas, the
student calls on aspects of her analytic,
communicative, problem solving and valuing



abilities. In at least two media she develops
an educated response that combines cognitive
and affective perception to probe how works
in the arts and humanities organize meaning.

General Competence: Levels 1-4

At Level I the student establishes u
framework for breadth by studying one art
and two humanities (or vice versa). She
learns the elements that characterize
medium and mode in each given art and the
method of the humanity.

She develops her ability to identify the basic
formal elements in an art work, whether it is
an existing piece like a Breughel painting or
a Shakespeare sonnet, a Brahms sonata she
performs herself, or an original piece of her

own creation. She also learns to articulate her
response, and to analyze how the organization
of the work relates to emotional effects in
the perceiver.

Dealing with a humanity, she identifies those
elements that characterize its method and
she demonstrates how it organizes human
experience according to its unique approach
to meaning. She might, for example, learn
how the religious studies approach to
Scripture reflects the assumption that the
transcendent is a significant dimension of
human experience. In contrast, she might
then study Scripture as history, analyzing it
in the context of a process governed by
sequence and causation.
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8. Educated responsiveness to the arts and humanities

At I.evel 2, the student moves to
comparative unal,ysi, clarifying the
commonalities and the differences among
these modes of expression. She works with
at least two art formsind she also focuses
on one s (irk from the humanities as aesthetic
expressirm.

She might, for example, analyze works ol
sculpture and poetry to discover their
commonalities and differences and thcn
examine the aesthetic dimensions of
philosophical or li

he student at Leyel continues to analy
human expression for the effects ot form on
relationships within content herein
mditriclual to so, iety. Studying works
spec i!ically in the humanities, she discovers
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how their metly-ids imply certain questions
and assumptions about the human person's
relation to social matrix. Reading Aristotle
and Sartre, for example, she may see that
certain responses to general philosophical
problems lead to a stance of social
identification, while rithers yield alienation.

Dealing Ysith an art form, she discovers how
an artist's comhination cf formal elements
can integrate the emotional and cognitive
responses of the perceiver, by symbolic
presentation of felt thoughts about the
human person and society. She learns, for
histance, how the contrasting uses of line,
space, and color can express celebration of
sensuous form in a Rubens and de-sensitizing
fragmentation in a Duchamp.

Level .1 further expands the student's
competence by drawing her to make
comparative analyses beyond the boundaries
()flier own culture. I rum careful observation
and a nalysis, she learns to generalize ahout
an artistic genre in her own culture and in
another culture different from hut related
to it. She compares the approaches of two
cultures to basic humanistic questions as well.



Having begun by focusing on a single work
and its organi/ing structure or conceptual
approach, and hav ing consistently dealt ssith
that work in a broadening series ot

relationships, thy student who has achieved
Level 4 has become inductisely aware ot
the questions of aesthetic th,.'wy hy raising
them out of her own analysis and
participation.

Specialized Competence: Levels 5-6

Developing adYanc"d levyls ol the ,Arts ,md
Humanities Competence requires a

concentration in it east one .irt lorm OF
humanity, which prov ides d student ssith
enough depth and familiarity lot independent
judgment and committed involvement.

At Level 5, she develops the ability to make
a persuasive formal presentation in vvhich
the communicates her judgments about the
meaning and y aloe of a complyx ,If tistic or

lumanistic work, utili/ing her analy tic

insight and sensitivity to relationships of
form and content. the student at this level
is also expected to exhibit a consistent,
educated response to works in her chosen
field and to perceive connections with
related arts and humanities.

Level 6 requires that the student take another
step in commitment to a lifelong involvement
with arts and/or humanities. She must
develop facility of expression in al leaSt one

t medium or mode in the humanities, and
she must establish and articulate her
commitment to its importance. In effect,
she basal this level chosen to make a creative
statement that embodies her personal
aesthetic/humanistic perspective as part of
her ongoing effort to create and discover
meaning in her life,



Degree Programs

Alverno College, a private college for women,
offers a fouryear liberal arts curriculum
leading to the following degrees:
BACHELOR OF ARTS, BACHELOR OF
MUSIC, incl BACHELOR OF SCIENCE in
education, nursing and medical technology.

the College offers both a major area of
concentration and a support area in the
following fields:

Major Areas of Concentration

Art
Biology

Chemistry
f.ducation

Lark, Childhood
Llementary

I.nglish
I listory
Management

Administration
I lealth Care
l'er forming Arts

Mathematics
Medical lechnolow.
Metropolitan Altair,
Music

ApplieJ Music
Church Music
Music tduc,ition
Music Theory
Music I heiapy

Noising
Psychology
Religious Studies
Sgm.iologY

Studies in I m itonment
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Broad Fields Major (i.e., area of
concentration + supporting area)

Science (Elementary and Secondary
Education)

Social Science (Elementary and Secondar
Education)

Supporting Areas of Concentration

Education
Adult

Secondary
Library Science
Philosophy
Physical Education
Physics

Speech

Theatre Arts

Pre-Prof essional Studies

Pre-Dentistry
Pre-Veterinary Medicine
Pre-Medicine
Pre-Law

Associate of Arts Degrees

Chemical lechnology
Church Music
Early Childhood Paraprofessional
General Studies
Lihrary Science
Nuclear Medkal -technology
Paraprofessional Teacher
Piano Pedagogy


